




Agenda

• Problems at building level

• What to do

• Hands on



Who takes care of the control equipment?
Who takes care of the substation?

• Some people have knowledge some don't.

• Some property owners have their own staff taking care of 
maintenance of the substation and the control system.

• When building owners have a maintenance crew without 
proper knowledge, they usually raise the curve until the 
tenants stop ringing.



Radiator cover ??????

Sometimes tenants install a 
radiator cover. Could that be a
problem?

YES

We might think the thermostat 
is working properly. But is it? 

NO.



Something to think
about

If you hold your hand close to a 
candle, you can feel the heat. 
Put a little sheet between the 
candle and the hand.

Can you feel the heat??

Radiator cover????



Imbalance radiator 
system

Many buildings need to look into 
the radiator system.

Why ??????

It is not fair that the apartments 
have different temperatures.

The cost to heat up the 
apartments that have varying 
temperatures (17 to 21 degrees) is 
high.

What about the apartments that 
have 24 degrees???

28 degree???



How do you know what to do?

• +6 degrees on the outside



Analyzing data

• When you have the data it's easy to analyze the building.

• For example the green apartment in the middle, what is 
going on there? It should be the warmest.

• The most sensitive apartments are in the corner in top of 
the building, here it´s working well.

• What do we need to do for everyone to have approximately 
21 degrees inside?



Thermography

• If there are people who 
complain, there is more 
that can be done.

• This shows a building that 
has mechanical ventilation 
and when the valve in the 
wall or window is covered, 
the cold air goes 
somewhere else in the 
apartment.



Thermography

Not good
• Here is an example of a 

closed valve and the air 
comes in from another 
place

• Here there is a fan on the 
roof that runs all the time 
at full speed.
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Operating Curve



Tariffs 

In Gothenburg we have three different tariffs

• Base tariff  

• Effect tariff  (you can call it peakload)

• Return tariff  (if the building returns high temperatures)

The return tariff motivates the building owner to make the 
building more efficient. 
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Our energy service contract has several levels of 
service for different needs in the real estate portfolio

Green partner Comfort O & M Operation Supervision

Green Partner - Operations and maintenance, focusing on the CO2 reduction - environmentally friendly
Comfort - Guaranteed indoor temperature means more satisfied tenants and increased net operating 
income
O & M - Qualifying operation gives you less worries
Operation Inspection - We ensure and adjust the settings for your installations - profitable and convenient
Supervision - We ensure the installations works and runs in a proper way
Error reporting from tenants – make a phone call - property in safe hands round the clock



Why should property owners make energy savings?
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Improves net operating income

Reduces electricity costs

Reduces the property owner's risk

Increases the value of the property

Ensures satisfied tenants

Makes the buildings attractive for tenants 

Strengthens the company's brand

Environment

Utilizes energy sources more efficiently 

Improves net operating income



Why should an Energy Company do this????

• If the Energy Company doesn't do it somebody else will.

• The Energy Company will sell less energy anyway.

• Working closely with the customers is a win-win





Thank you

Questions? 


